43. TWELVE STENOGRAPHERS (BPS-14) IN THE FOLLOWING CAMPUSES
   a. Two for Faisalabad Campus.
   b. Two temporary likely to become permanent for IAF Sub-Campus Burewala.
   c. One each for Lahore, Multan, and Sargodha campuses.

44. ONE CAMERAMAN (BPS-16)
   a. Bachelor of Computer Science or
   b. Bachelor's Degree at least in 2nd Division with one of the subjects of Mathematics, Statistics and Economics plus 2 years training in Computer Operation.

45. ONE DATA ANALYST (BPS-13)
   a. Intermediate with six years experience of exposing developing, enlarging, printing and having some experience of operating digital cameras and Adobe Photoshop.

46. TWO ASSISTANT INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN (BPS-11)
   a. Qualifications: Mate with science and three years optional form in recognized Poly-Technical Institute in Instrumentation/Electronics Technology.
   b. OR
   c. One year of experience with a recognized Engineering Institute.

47. ONE SENIOR CLERK (BPS-8)
   a. Graduate with office experience, Stenographer or an undergraduate with three years office experience.
   b. Qualification: Matric with science and three years optional form in recognized Poly-Technical Institute in Instrumentation/Electronics Technology.

48. ONE TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) ASSISTANT FOREMAN (VEHICLE) (BPS-9), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, BUREWALA
   b. Qualification: Matric with Science and three years optional form in recognized Poly-Technical Institute in Instrumentation/Electronics Technology.

49. TWO TEMPORARY LAB. TECHNICIANS (BPS-8) IN THE PROJECT TITLED “ESTABLISHMENT OF PUNJAB BIO-ENERGY INSTITUTE (PIB) AT IAF”
   b. Qualification: Matric with Science and three years optional form in recognized Poly-Technical Institute in Instrumentation/Electronics Technology.

50. FOUR TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) LAB. ASSISTANTS (BPS-7), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, BUREWALA

51. ONE TRACTOR DRIVER (BPS-3)
   a. 12th class pass plus Tractor Driving Certificate with five years experience in Driving Tractor from an Institute with three years practical experience as a well-qualified tractor.

52. TWO DISPENSERS (BPS-6)
   a. Intermediate Diploma from a recognized Medical College.

53. ONE VETERINARY ASSISTANT (BPS-5)
   a. Intermediate Veterinary Certificate.
   b. Stock Assistant Course/Veterinary Assistant Course from University of Agriculture, Faisalabad, or equivalent qualifications from any other organization.

54. FIVE SENIOR LIBRARY ATTENDANTS (BPS-5)

55. TWELVE JUNIOR LIBRARY ASSISTANTS (BPS-5)

56. ONE PATWARY (BPS-5)
   b. Qualification: Matric with Science.

57. TWO TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) ELECTRICIANS (BPS-5), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, BUREWALA
   a. Intermediate Electri City Trade.
   b. Eight (08) years experience in repair of Electrical Appliances (Renewable by the Si Selection).

58. TWO TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) SECURITY SUPERINTENDENTS (BPS-5), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, BUREWALA
   a. Intermediate with at least 10-years experience as head/leader of a group.

59. ONE TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) DRIVER (BPS-4), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, TOBA TEK SINGH
   a. Should be able to read and write.
   b. Should be qualified Motor Car Driver, preferably with a license to drive both heavy and light vehicles.

60. ONE JUNIOR ELECTRICIAN (BPS-3)
   a. Intermediate with three years experience in the relevant field.

61. TWO CARPENTER (BPS-3) IN THE FOLLOWING CAMPUSES
   a. One for Faisalabad Campus.
   b. One temporary (likely to become permanent) for IAF Sub-Campus Burewala.

62. THREE MOSIN (BPS-3) IN THE FOLLOWING CAMPUSES
   a. Two for Faisalabad Campus.
   b. One temporary (likely to become permanent) for IAF Sub-Campus Burewala.

63. TWO COOKE/HELPER COOKE (BPS-2)
   a. Should be able to read and write.
   b. Preferably with three years experience in the relevant field.

64. SIX MAII QASIDS (BPS-3) IN THE FOLLOWING CAMPUSES
   a. Four for Faisalabad Campus.
   b. Two temporary (likely to become permanent) for IAF Sub-Campus Tooba Tek Singh.

65. ONE TEMPORARY CHAUDHRI (BPS-4) IN THE PROJECT TITLED “ESTABLISHMENT OF PUNJAB BIO-ENERGY INSTITUTE (PIB) AT IAF”
   a. In-service/Ex-Service-Unclassified.

66. SEVEN TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) CHOWKIDAR/ SECURITY GUARD (BPS-4), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, TOBA TEK SINGH
   a. One each for Lahore, Multan, and Sargodha campuses.

67. SEVEN TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) Beldar (BPS-4), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, TOBA TEK SINGH
   a. One for each Lahore, Multan, and Sargodha campuses.

68. TWO TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) MALI (BPS-4), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, TOBA TEK SINGH

69. FOUR TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) POULTRY ATTENDANTS (BPS-4), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, TOBA TEK SINGH

70. THREE TEMPORARY (LIKELY TO BECOME PERMANENT) SWEEPERS (BPS-1), IAF SUB-CAMPUS, TOBA TEK SINGH

Note:
- a. Due to flexibility in courses the selected faculty members can be assigned teaching courses in other departments in addition to their teaching and research assignment in the department where they originally selected.
- b. The applicants for teaching/non-teaching posts can also be appointed on contract basis. The salary for contract appointments will be decided at the time of interview depending on the qualifications.
- c. The persons who had already applied for the posts of (i) Research Officers in different subjects, Water Management Research Centre (Sr. No.12 above) and (ii) Research Officer in Dairy Technology (Sr. No.14 above) which were published in the Newspaper “Dawn” dated 02.10.2012 and “Pakistan” A Thursday-Weekly (Ps-15) dated 09.10.2012 in the local last date 31.12.2012 and (iii) Assistant Professor in Mathematics & Statistics (Sr. No.5 above), (iv) Lecturer in Agronomy, (v) Lecturer in Forestry, (vi) Lecturer in Food Science & Technology and (vii) Lecturer in Islamic Studies (Sr. No.9 above) which were published in the National News “Dawn” dated 02.10.2012 and “Dawn" dated 21.12.2014 with last date 20.01.2015. Should again apply with updated biodata/information.
- d. Persons who are less than 18 years or above 35 years are not eligible for the posts mentioned in Sr. No.37 to 70.

2. The applications are required on Prescribed Form in quadruplicate (04 complete sets of application) for the posts of Professor and Associate Professor and in triplicate (06 complete sets of application) for the posts of Assistant Professor and Lecturer with attested copies of all certificates, degrees, transcripts, detailed marks certificates, experience certificates with specific dates, publications, transcripts and Bank Draft (non-refundable) amounting to rupees as indicated below against each post drawn in favour of the Treasurer, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad -
   i. Professor Rs.20000/-
   ii. Assistant Professor Rs.15000/-
   iii. Lecturer Rs.10000/-

3. Only one copy of the application is required on Prescribed Form for the posts Research Officer, Librarian, Director(P&D), Director(F&A), Director(R&D), Project Director (ECD), Database Administrator and Network Administrator with attested copies of all certificates, degree, transcripts, detailed marks certificates, experience certificates with specific dates, publications, transcripts and Bank Draft (non-refundable) amounting to rupees as indicated below against each post drawn in favour of the Treasurer, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad -
   i. Research Officer Rs.15000/-
   ii. Librarian Rs.10000/-
   iii. Director(P&D) Rs.10000/-
   iv. Director(F&A) Rs.10000/-
   v. Director(R&D) Rs.10000/-
   vi. Project Director (ECD) Rs.10000/-
   vii. Database Administrator Rs.10000/-
   viii. Network Administrator Rs.10000/-

4. Only one copy of the application is required on plain paper for other posts alongwith complete biodata, attested copies of all certificates, degrees and experience certificates with specific dates and Bank Draft (non-refundable) amounting to rupees as indicated below drawn in favour of the Treasurer, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad -
   i. For BPS-17 & above Rs.10000/-
   ii. For BPS-5 to 16 Rs.5000/-

5. Persons already-employed in any Government or other organizations should submit their applications through proper channel. Advance copies may not be sent to anyone. The regular duly filled-in Certificate from present employer should reach in the Office of the Registrar (Personnel/Establishment) Section before or on the last date for receipt of applications or on the date of interview, failing which no candidate will be allowed to appear for interview. The existing Government employees should also be considered for appointment in accordance with their seniority and performance. The selection process is subject to the approval of the Government.

6. All Government Employees who intend to apply for any post through proper channel shall clarify through the Heads of their Attached Departments that they are responding regularly standing dias against them. Moreover, there are no alternative remuneration in any of their Annual Confidential Reports. These conditions are necessary for grant of Departmental Personnel Certificates/No Objection Certificates (N.O.C.). The A.C.R. for the last five years may also be recorded in the forwarding letter.

7. The University reserves the right,
   a. not to fill any vacancy against any non-filled position in a lower cadre against the posts advertised.
   b. to shortlist the candidates on the basis of academic qualifications as may be prescribed by the University. Only short listed candidates (maximum 10 for one post) will be called for interview.
   c. to increase or decrease the number of vacancies as per availability of funds.

8. The competent authority of the University decided that if a candidate appears before the Selection Board twice on different occasions for the same post and remains unsuccessful, he/she may not be called for interview for the same post subsequently. This shall be applicable for the posts of Lecturer/Assistant Professor.

9. Incomplete applications or those received after the due date will not be entertained. The applications for the posts of Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, Lecturer, Research Officer, Librarian, Director(P&D), Director(F&A), Director(R&D), Project Director (ECD), Database Administrator and Network Administrator should reach in the Office of the Registrar (Personnel/Establishment) and the applicants for other posts in : Establishment Section in 30.10.2016 during office hours.

Sd/-

(CH. MUHAMMAD HUSSAIN)
REGISTRAR